ONLINE COURSE

Electricity Industry Induction
Kick start careers with an online induction.

A cost effective and convenient approach to
energy industry inductions, from NZ’s leading
industry educators.

With the electricity industry in constant flux, your team need more than just information – they
need understanding. Over the past three decades, the electricity market has evolved significantly.
It now involves a much more complex ‘coupling’ between the technical, political and the
commercial, blurring the boundaries between the various parts of the supply chain.
Whiteboard’s online induction provides more than just an understanding of the mechanics. A
New Zealand case study and several analogies help your team understand the industry dynamics,
kick starting their careers and assisting them in their day to day jobs.
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The benefits of an online induction
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Give your team a consistent and comprehensive introduction
to the industry, so they better understand the role they play
and the contribution they make.
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Online inductions
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Cost effective induction training that has been developed by
world-class industry leaders.
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TRANSMISSION CONSTRAINTS

POLITICS

Inductees get a broader view of the industry and its dynamics
than many line managers are able to provide, increasing the
knowledge base across your wider team over time.
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FUEL SECURITY
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FUTURE PLANNING
SYSTEM OPERATION

Online videos and induction materials are kept up to date and
relevant so that you are not burdened with the ongoing
development and delivery of induction materials.

WHOLESALE PARTICIPANTS
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New Starters can work through the online induction at a pace
that works for them, reducing the admin burden of organising
induction sessions.
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What’s involved

Cost

100 minutes of high quality online video
Inductees watch 10 high quality videos on our online
resource centre, each approximately 10 minutes in length.
Additionally, we provide a case study of Pole 1 of the HVDC.

12 months access to the Online Resource Centre
They retain access to the online resource centre materials
for 12 months so they can review the videos any time they

$150 + gst
or $95 per head if 20 inductions or more are
pre-purchased.

Materials can be branded and customised if required for an
additional fee.
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Don’t just take our word for it, see for yourself. Go online to
whiteboardenergy.co.nz and view our online induction sampler.

Whiteboard’s full range of training services

Cost effective, yet comprehensive online industry inductions.

Industry leading in-class and online courses to meet individuals professional development goals – for those wanting to move into
management and senior roles by building a deeper knowledge of the market dynamics to aid commercial decision making and
critical thinking.

Bespoke executive level courses for senior level managers and strategists – for those who require greater understanding of the
critical issues they need to tackle, how to deal with competing tensions, and how their strategic decisions will impact on the whole
electricity supply chain.

Subject specific team training covering topics outside those offered in our scheduled courses.

Why Whiteboard Energy?

Contact us

Our team of experts are renowned for their

From executive level customised

knowledge and expertise in the Energy

development through to new entrants’

Industry and their passion for training in a

electricity market inductions, your team get

way that is more innovative and engaging.

deeper insights into this dynamic and

They have a wealth of experience and

complex market whilst developing their

continue to work at the heart of this sector

critical thinking.

to provide the most comprehensive, up to
date and effective training on offer, specific
to the electricity market.

Read more www.whiteboardenergy.co.nz

EMAIL

admin@whiteboardenergy.co.nz

MOBILE

64 27 225 1983

ADDRESS

PO Box 105210
Auckland City, 1143

